DESCRIPTION

Balancing both technical proficiency and ethical sensibility, Accounting Ethics provides a decision model approach throughout, aiding both student comprehension and supporting the instructor in emphasizing the key elements of the decision process that shapes the technically and ethically competent professional accountant.
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FEATURES

• Includes a decision model which guides students through the process of ethical decision making.

• Emphasizes the individual accountant’s decision making on both technical and ethical matters.

• A focus on technical competencies and the ability to apply knowledge is aided through the provision of exercises and cases.

• Author team includes a blend of skills and experience: a philosopher, an accountant and an expert in business ethics.

• Strong pedagogical framework that includes study questions, review lists of chapter ‘take-ways’, and review checklists of key ideas.

• Provides an international perspective on fraud issues.

For additional product details, please visit https://www.wiley.com/en-us